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¬

Lightsearcher¬
As you insistently reiterate, I 
acknowledge that our research  
 coincides somewhat on the theory of 
interdimensional movement. But 
whereas my work is purely scientific 
and yours, as you describe it, border  
 on the esoteric -even religious- I  
 cannot see that we could fruitfully 
cooperate in any way. Besides, I 
am much too occupied with mï 
current experiments to have any  
 time left whatsoever for irrelevanß, 
though possibly interesting,  
 intellectual exchange. 
Do not contact me again�.

A  Bjare�
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Map of Glimminge
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Note from Aksel Bjare to Helsterviek 
(crumpled)
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“The Final Days of Life on Doggerland?” 
Glimmingebladet October 6, 1922. (Oppo-
site)
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Letter from Helsterviek to Max Jungerland

Master Stargazer!

I speak with the most stern of voices when I 

bark: give it to me! Now. And you know 

that it belongs to me. Your presence in the 

hypersphere concludes this fact as certain as 

a fly on a newly bought pastry on a hot  

summer day. Your will is intended good, yes. 
But your perception is deceiving you, with 

much ration. It needs me, and the reverse. I 
want it now. The time is coming. We will 

both be there together, and none of us. As 

we are now. End is coming, my friend. And 

it is a joyous thing. We are to become it. 

The testers will say, cheerio-hello, how an 

explicit result, my dear former students, now 

co-masters, as we and it and they swarm out  

from the darkness of Comae Space like hornets 

dancing the All happy-All bouncy waltz of 
youthness. It is time. (Even more stern) 

Give it to me! I am your friend. Ness. 

Type. We will break the riddle. Give it to 

me. Softer voice. Please.
/ Your pilot of planets, whisperer of mean-
ingless soothing to indifferent morons, 
time-waster at the big unknowledge-center of 

undeserved pride, your dog-shit picker, and 

cleaner of chalkboards.

☞

☞
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Letter from Max Jungerland  
to Margarete Asp

Handout 7

Artwork by Rebecka Nold

Dear Principal Asp,

I write to you with a heavy heart and a great concern regarding one of your 
employees at the University. She is a friend of mine, which of course makes it 
hard to write this letter, but it is unavoidable. 
Her name is Fionna Helsterviek, and she works as a social counselor. In her 
former life she was a magnificent space pilot, and if one goes even further 
back in time, she was raised by my family, as an extra little sister. Unfor-
tunately, she was somehow infected by the Soot during her travels back and 
forth through Comae Space. This is something I would keep secret if it was 
not for the fact that I suspect that the illness had infiltrated her mind.
The reason I write to you is because I fear that Helsterviek — as the 
charming and brilliant person she is — has somehow gained influence over a 
group of students at the University. She has mentioned something called In-
terplanetary Academics, and a “Temple of Science”. I fear for the health 
of these young people, if she indeed manages to lure them into following her to 
whatever place she is headed to, in her delusional state.

Please do not take lightly on this warning!

Yours, 
Astronomer (now retired) Max Jungerland

☞

☞
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Letter from Max Jungerland  
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Artwork by Rebecka Nold



Handout 8

Letter from HeaLiq to Helsterviek. Left column: Luminarian 
handwriting (excerpt). Right column: Typed translation.
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Artwork by Rebecka Nold
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Qrne Ryringrq Srznyr

V jevgr guvf yrggre jvgu erterg bs 
ubj bhe zrrgvat juvpu V unq uvtu 
ubcrf sbe raqrq. Vg vf n engure 
hacyrnfnag punenpgrevfgvp bs zvar, 
gurfr fgenatr grzcref gung gnxr 

pbageby bs zl obql. Ohg V zhfg gryy 
lbh abg gb yvir va srne bs zr gur-
er jnf arire nal evfx bs zr uhegvat 

lbh, be nal bgure yvivat orvat ba 
guvf be bgure cynargf. V nz n gehr 
cnpvsvfg, abg rira rngvat gur syr-
fu bs bgure yvivat guvatf, juvpu vf 
gehr sbe znal bs zl enpr. 

Gur ernfba gung V pbagnpgrq lbh, 

naq sbe rira pbzvat gb lbhe ubzr cy-

narg, qrne fcnpr geniryre, vf gung V 

qrfcrengryl frrx gur nafjre gb gur 

evqqyr gung vf n fber jbhaq ba gur 

fxva bs nyy pbafpvbhf orvatf va Pbznr 

Fcnpr: gur Fbbg. Vg thvqrf zl fgrcf 

nf n ybfg Qeryy sbyybjvat gur fprag 

bs vRgn. 

Fbzrubj, V xabj gung lbhe enpr, be 

znlor gur cynarg gung lbh pnyy ubzr, 

jvyy oevat sbegu nafjref gb dhrf-

gvbaf abg rira nfxrq lrg. Gur-
er vf fbzrguvat pbzvat. V pna frafr 

vg. Naq V xabj gung lbh ner nf zr 

naq guhf lbh znl or va cbffrffvba bs 

guvatf be xabjyrqtr gung pbhyq or 

hfrshy. V, zlfrys, unir cyragl gb 



Leave your possessions, and your lovers—the 
time has come. Leave your rivalries, your 
joy of mundane things, leave your humani-
ty dear friends, for where we are going, such 
things are less needed. Leave your hopes and 
regrets. Leave your bitterness. The sky is 
rich and everlasting—the darkness when seen 
through the others’ eyes is full of life and 
glittering energies sparkling in unimagina-
bly colors. The time has come. 
Meet me at the abandoned tower of the 

skygazers. No telescopes are needed. 

Come eyes open.
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Note from Helsterviek



Come eyes open.
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Kaia Steen

Elise Brakk, Esoteric Art Society

Disa Egeberg, Police Officer

Margarete Asp, Principal Rutger Heintz, Wittenberg Priest

Rebecka Nold, Artist

Mårten Drost, Police Officer

Max Jungerland, Astronomer
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NPC Portraits.  
See next spread for PC portraits.



Fionna Helsterviek



Above: Player Character Portraits.  
Opposite: Doggerland and Europe in the 1920s.


